Relocating a consultant or project team for an assignment can pose unique challenges. Ensuring that
accommodation needs are fulfilled does not have to be one of them. Our knowledgeable team will create a
housing plan tailored to the success of your team and your project.
CHALLENGE: Relocating Teams with Flexible Dates
- Projects are often subject to last-minute changes, affecting the length of stays.
- With some housing options, like Airbnb, teams can be scattered across a city.
o Coordinating transportation and meetings becomes difficult
o Using different apartment providers means that the quality of the
guest experience will vary between different team members.
SOLUTION: A Large Inventory of Standardized Apartments
Our large inventory makes it easy to quickly set up and adjust accommodations,
even at the last minute
With multiple units in our buildings, all offering the same standardized
furnishing and layout, we can house entire teams in a single building.
o Transportation and group logistics become much easier
o All team members have the same guest experience.
CHALLENGE: Frustrations of Working on the Road
Mandates frequently involve long stays; staying in a cramped hotel room, over a
long period can affect employee productivity, engagement, and satisfaction.
Productivity on the road can be affected by an interruption in daily routine,
including fitness and nutrition.
SOLUTION: The Comforts of Home:
A Studio apartment is often at least twice the size of an average hotel room (at
a lesser cost,) which is more conducive for longer projects.
A 2 or 3-bedroom apartment allows team members to host loved ones. This
helps morale and reduces the risk of homesickness.
All apartments come fully furnished with a complete kitchen. Team members
can enjoy home-cooked meals while on a project; this option is both healthier
and more cost-effective.
Many buildings include amenities such as fitness centers, pools, and meeting
rooms

CHALLENGE: Logistics and Finances
Housing partners must be located near to worksites.
Hotels prices are designed for short stays and often become expensive for
longer projects
When booking with different suppliers, arranging billing, booking, and travel can
become a project itself, distracting from priorities.
SOLUTION: Simplified Logistics from Booking to Check-Out:
All Corporate Stays accommodations are in central locations in major cities;
accessing work sites is easy.
We provide timely, detailed, and clear invoices, making for a simplified billing
process.
You will have a dedicated housing manager to guide you every step of the way;
a “one-stop shop” for all of your housing needs.
Corporate Stays apartments are often priced 30% to 40% less than comparable
hotels, and pricing decreases as the length of stay increases.

Years of experience have provided our team with the tools to manage the challenges that travellers face,
including location, amenities, and maintaining a healthy lifestyle:
• All of our apartments are located in central areas, making it easy to explore

the city and access work sites.
• Our locations also offer indoor & secure parking
• Our Corporate Housing team has experience matching guests with the

right solutions to suit their needs, preferences, and budget
• Our Executive Concierge team is available 24/7 and ready to assist our

guests throughout their stay.
• Our fully-furnished apartments come with a fully-equipped kitchen and

create an experience that mirrors that of a home.

